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Frogparking is a world-leading provider of comprehensive 
parking management solutions. Currently, we hold the 
unique position as the only company capable of delivering a 
complete customized end-to-end package, from access to exit.  
Our in-house agile global team are committed to crafting 
aesthetically pleasing parking solutions, whilst constantly 
developing and using cutting-edge technology. We hold 
several pioneering achievements; the first to introduce outdoor 
solar sensors, incorporate LiDAR technology into indoor 
sensors, and to develop a self-resetting barrier arm. 

With a rich fifteen-year history, we confidently endorse our 
products, knowing their ability to withstand the test of time. 
Beyond their innovative nature, our products are not only 
reliable but also enjoy a trusted reputation. We pride ourselves 
on helping our customers increase yield, reach revenue 
potential and support their overall organizational goals.
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FrogHub stands as our flagship analytics and data dashboard. This cutting-edge tool assists you in making 
optimal decisions for managing your parking asset, boosting revenue, and enhancing the overall driver 
experience.

FrogHub is the first customizable dashboard on the market to deliver unparalleled insights into your all 
aspects of your operational, technical and revenue collection data. The real-time nature of this data 
facilitates seamless dynamic pricing and surge pricing adjustments. Additionally, scheduling features allow 
for editing and customization of rates in advance, minimizing administrative time during peak times and 
operational hours. The true beauty of FrogHub is that it’s so user-friendly that there’s no need for technical 
support, making it a hassle-free solution for your needs.

Data driven 
business decisions

Take the hard work out of it. Let 
FrogHub assist decision-making 

around policy to help you 
achieve revenue goals. Not to 
mention unparalleled insights 
into your technical, operational 

& revenue collection data

Collaborate with 
cyber security 

Frogparking takes cyber security 
seriously, and alongside your 

cyber security / IT teams, we can 
help you reduce threats & 

downtime. With encryption & 
storage across multiple 

cloud-based servers, we have got 
you covered

Totally customizable
We will design the dashboard to
assist your operational needs –

alignment to your current 
reporting and focusing on your 

areas of interest.

FrogHub
Your Cloud-Based Reporting Software

Rates engine
FrogHub facilitates pricing
changes in real-time with a 

simple few clicks on your 
mouse. Not only that, you can 

even pre-schedule surge pricing  
to keep you extra organized
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FrogHub
Performance overview

Access to widgets showing 
overview of system performance
From the moment you log in to your dashboard, you instantly gain insight into 
how your Frogparking system is performing. Your FrogHub dashboard 
provides live statistics covering your occupancy & traffic flow. Not to mention, 
keeping you up to date with any system alerts that need your attention.

Hovering over a specific data point or cluster will give you additional details.

User Parking Lot



FrogHub
Revenue overview

Access to widgets showing 
live revenue performance

Explore the dynamic capabilities of the 'revenue overview' tab on your FrogHub 
dashboard, where you gain instantaneous visibility into live transactions 
occurring on your site. With FrogHub, you experience the power of real-time 
access to your site's operations, allowing you to stay in tune with the pulse of 
your business. FrogHub seamlessly and automatically updates to provide a 
comprehensive snapshot of your total revenue, allowing you to track financial 
performance. Hovering over a specific data point or cluster will give you 
additional details. This feature provides you with a clear understanding of your 
financial landscape, enabling informed decision-making and strategic planning 
for your business. 

User Parking Lot

Parking Lot
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FrogHub
Custom reporting

Tailor-made reports
for your specific needs.
Need a specific report? Our team can slice up your data any way you need. 
Simply reach out to the team to discuss. 

Your ‘reports’ tab offers exclusive access to tailor-made reports covering 
technical, operational, and revenue collection data. FrogHub goes beyond the 
ordinary, by allowing complete customization to meet your requirements. 
Whether you're dealing with live or historical data, FrogHub puts the power in 
your hands to create reports that cater to your every need. No other dashboard 
gives you the extensive insight that FrogHub does. Explore some of our “crowd 
favorite” reports below:



User Parking Lot

Parking Lot

Select a report

The world is your oyster 
with live and historical 
data at your fingertips. 
Either view your data in 
your web browser, or get 
access to downloadable 
PDF or CSV documents.

FrogHub
Generating a report

Run
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It’s that easy.

1

Set your parameters
Set your dates, select your parking lot & choose how you want to view your data set.

2

3

Parking Lot



It’s that easy.

User Parking Lot

FrogHub
Operator console

Access to a live 
3D performance model
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The FrogHub 'operator console,' provides you with a live, immersive 3D 
rendering of your parking facility. Witness your parking system and 
equipment in real-time, allowing you to effortlessly monitor available parking 
spaces and track vehicle occupancy and duration. The operator console not 
only offers a fresh and dynamic visualization of your parking facility but also 
ensures unlimited transparency into the intricate workings of your parking 
system. Experience a new level of insight and control, redefining the way you 
manage and optimize your parking infrastructure.

User Parking Lot

A functional tool to visualize 
your parking facility at work
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